Protective clothing is implemented to preserve from direct contact with
potentially dangerous and infective substances. This kind of clothing is not
only required in hospitals and laboratories, but also in the everyday life of
many other professional categories, every time they face the need to be
protected and safeguarded.
Salvaguarda disposable protective clothing, manufactured and distributed
by Giuntini S.p.A, is produced with the support of the certified facilities.
Personal protective equipment of high quality and high resistance, an ideal
balance of protection, solidity, and comfort.
Disposable surgical mask
Disposable protective gown and suit FULL BODY
Disposable cap and hood PARTIAL BODY
Disposable bootleg and shoe cover PARTIAL BODY
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Salvaguarda

Salvaguarda
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Surgical masks

FFP2 NR MASK

Our masks are unisex, composed by 3 layers of nonwoven

Our masks are unisex, 5 layers nonwoven fabric

fabric (where the mid layer is melt blown), latex-free and

(NONWOVEN, MELTBLOWN, MELTBLOWN, COTTON

ergonomic, equipped with an underwire in the upper side that

SPUNLACE, NONWOVEN), equipped with an underwire

allows a perfect adherence to the nose, and elastic bands to

in the upper side that allows a perfect adherence to the

fix the mask behind the ears. Size (mm): 170 x 80. Distributed in

nose and elastic bands to fix the mask behind the ears.

50 pcs. boxes . White colour. Medical type I device.

Colour: white - Foldable measure 150x100 mm (+-50mm)

UNI EN ISO 14683

Personal Protective Equipment
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CERTIFICATION

RELEASED

Layer 2: MELT BLOWN 20gr/m2 100% polypropylene

UNIVERSAL – NB 2163

Layer 3: nonwoven fabric 30gr/m2 100% polypropylene

MADE IN ITALY

Disposable mask

Disposable mask

Disposable mask

Disposable mask

080103/080106

080104/080102

080109

OV199

3 layers mask

3 layers mask

3 layers mask

3 layers FFP2 mask

With elastic bands

Die-cut bands

Folded bands

With elastic bands

Salvaguarda

Salvaguarda

1: External surface: Polypropylene NONWOVEN
2: 2nd layer: Polypropylene MELTBLOWN
3: Filter: Polypropylene MELTBLOWN
4: Filter: COTTON SPUNLACE
5: Internal surface: Polypropylene NONWOVEN
Elastic: polyester/spandex

EN149:2001+A1:2009
Layer 1: nonwoven fabric 30gr/m2 100% polypropylene

MATERIAL (5 LAYERS)

BY

NOTIFIED

BODY

Nose wire: HDPE plastic – double steel wire
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Protective clothing
Our certified personal protective equipment ensures a barrier effect, a great transpiration, and an
excellent resistance. Developed and produced in Italy, they offer an ideal balance of protection, solidity,
and comfort.
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Salvaguarda

Isolation protective suit against infectious

Isolation protective gown against infectious

agents, antistatic - PPE Category III

agents, antistatic - PPE Category III

Elastic bands around waist, wrists, and ankles.

Heat sealed seams. Availabe in size M to XL

Heat sealed seams. Available in size M to XL

CE Certified

CE certified

UNI EN ISO 13688:2013

UNI EN 13688 :2013

UNI EN 13034:2009

UNI EN 13034:2009

UNI EN 14126:2004

UNI EN 14605:2009

UNI EN 1149-5: 2018

UNI EN 13982-1:2011

UNI EN 14325:2005

Salvaguarda
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Isolation protective suits

Isolation protective gowns

PPE Category III

PPE Category III

Isolation protective hood

Isolation protective cap

PPE Category III

PPE Category III

One-size

One-size

UNI EN 14126:2004

UNI EN 14126:2004

Availabe in size M to XL
Elastic bands around waist, wrists, and ankles.

CE Certified

Isolation protective

Isolation protective

Available in size M to XL

UNI EN 14126.2004

shoe cover

bootleg

CE certified

UNI EN ISO 13688:2013

PPE Category III

PPE Category III

UNI EN 14126:2004

UNI EN 13034:2009

UNI EN 13034:2009

UNI EN 1149-5:2018

One-size

One-size

UNI EN 1149-5:2018

UNI EN 14325:2005

UNI EN 14126:2004

UNI EN 14126:2004
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Salvaguarda

Salvaguarda
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SURGICAL MASKS - AUTOMATED LINE

SURGICAL MASKS – TRADITIONAL LINE

High speed automated line for the production of disposable surgical masks, flat-rolled with

Automated line for the production of disposable surgical masks,

3 layers of nonwoven fabric and die-cut bands.

fat-rolled with 3 layers of nonwoven fabric and elastic bands.

MADE
IN ITALY
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Giuntini serves the community everyday with
innovative facilities and machineries, qualified
employees and high quality of the materials,
but also with professionalism, transparency and
determination.
Salvaguarda

PRODUCTION
CAPACITY
Salvaguarda

12.000.000 surgical masks every week
100.000 protective gowns every day
100.000 protective suits every day
50.000 protective accessories every day
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Blockchain technology
as a guarantee for
surgical masks supply
chain

The integrated project of transparency, traceability and

Value

control of the supply chain based on the blockchain

Valuing the product realised in Italy, through

technology, aims to enhance the product, realised in Italy.

a supply chain controlled and managed in
the highest standards and with the lowest
environmental impact.

DNVGL Business Assurance Italia, worldwide leader
in certification and surveillance activities, defined an
Assurance System, powered by Blockchain technology, to

Availability

ensure high-quality standards production, in full security

Ensuring the availability of critical products, in

and with working conditions and environmental impacts

the highest volumes, with no discontinuity.

focused on sustainability.
All the inspections made will be visible to the final

Traceability

customer. The process is articulated through the supply

Ensuring the traceability and the authenticity

chain, allowing full awareness of every step, starting from

of the raw materials used though a

raw materials to the final product.

traceability system based on Blockchain and
inspections on the supply chain for every

Thanks to the project, it is possible to connect every

stage to the final delivery.

production batch to the raw materials used and to all the
production steps.

Protection
The final customer, thanks to this process, can be aware of

Protection of the commissioner and final

all the essential information concerning the product based

customers, monitoring the operators

on specific standards, with a drastic reduction of the risk of

throughout the supply chain, following a

counterfeiting.

specific Assurance protocol.
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Salvaguarda

Salvaguarda
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Giuntini S.p.A
Giuntini is a Tuscan manufacturing enterprise, operating for over 50 years.
Salvaguarda represents a dedicated business unit for health-care sector.
The development of this line started with the production of surgical masks
as a response to the National medical emergency. The consolidation and
organization did not take a long time, and Salvaguarda became a reality in the
production of Personal Protective Equipment (full body and partial body).

Address
Terzo Viale 25 Z.I. La Fila Peccioli PI
Tel
+39 (0)587 606418
e-mail
sales@giuntini.com
Web
salvaguarda.it
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Salvaguarda

Salvaguarda
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salvaguarda.it

Salvaguarda by Giuntini S.p.A
Secondo Viale 25, Zona Industriale La Fila
56037 Peccioli (PI) – Italy
Tel. +39 (0)587 606418
info@giuntini.com
www.giuntini.com

